The Journey Workshop - March 6, 2019
Tarrant County College, Energy Auditorium, Fort Worth, TX

4 = Exceeded Expectations
3 = Met my expectations
2 = Somewhat met my expectations
1 = Did not meet my expecations
SURVEY:
Number of Attendees

86

CATEGORY
Date & time workshop offered was acceptable
The workshop's content was engaging
Presenter's knowledge of content
The workshop was engaging
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3
2
3

2

1

COMMENTS:
1. What was your greatest takeaway from The Journey?
Eye-opening. The speaker made good points that related to my life.
We should learn how to make right choices in life. Success is never smooth but you find your
amazing by not giving up.
For me, it was the Circle. I felt so related to it, and why people crash.
Breaking free from the Circle. My Circle has become smaller over the past 20 years and I am
trying to break free.
My surroundings do not DEFINE ME.
I am not defined my zip code.
That choices can keep you enslaved! You have multiple choices, change your circle and be aware
of who you can and cannot take with you.
That the journey to success isn't always a straight line. It can be blurry, confusing, and there
will be multiple ways of getting there. I AM…
How to remove myself from emotional situations for positive outcomes.
The Journey was everything I needed to hear. It hit very close to home for me. I loved it.
I loved the inspirational short videos/pictures. It puts everything into perspective.
To stop settling and letting things get in my way. To follow my dreams and reach my goals
without making excuses.
My choices, and how they affect my success and that I am worth more than what I think.
Tonight was my second time coming to The Journey and I loved it. I find the content reusable

and applicable to every avenue in life. I needed a recharge of The Journey to help motivate me
to continue to fight for what I want.
Great presentation. I was not the target audience. Great for 18 year old's coming from poverty. I
did love his delivery. Great conclusion.
Mr. James, "Do everything with a spirit of excellence." I will not be defined by my zip code….
I Am, is a powerful statement. Never say, I am not, I won't, I think, I might. Good stuff.

2. How can the tools you gained from The Journey benefit you at TCC and in life?
Never give up on my success, keep trying no matter what. Even if I fail once or more keep trying.
We do not give up.
Makes me want to put more effort into my classes.
It's better to attend the next workshop. It's life-changing. Best for those going through tough
situations.
Learn to rethink my decisions and the people I align with.
I am used to giving up when life gets rough. I'm done with that. I'm done with self-destruction.
Don't pass over opportunities repeatedly.
I will apply what I've learned to my studies and life.
I will begin to change my inner circle. Start listening, because it's the secret to learning.
It benefits me by not always believing what I have been told about myself. My journey at TCC
and in life will take time and have errors, but I should not be scared to fail.
The chant we said in the beginning is something I'll be using for a long time. Thank you.
I can now think of the bigger picture when doing my daily routine. Push myself towards success.
Funny and relatable. Made me stop and think about the choices I make. Empowering.
The group activities and learning.
It made me realize that no matter where I am, I can get to where I want to go if I apply myself.
It will help me make better choices and build my confidence. Continue and not give up. It will help
me realize that there are people who can help me become successful.
I felt this seminar didn't apply to me because I have an amazing circle and lots of opportunities
lined up. If I had a completely different life, this would be life-changing.
I will use it in every facet of my life. It starts with who is influencing your circle. It starts with
changing your perspective. It helps people to maintain and continue to work on the journey of
finding their own amazing.

What additional comments would you like to share with others who are
undecided about attending The Journey ?
Just go. It's worth your time.
You're definitely missing out on a great opportunity.
I had seen the flyer for a week and was unsure whether to come or not. I am so glad I did. I now
have a new insight. It would make others approach things in a different way too.
I came because it was mandatory. I AM SO GLAD I DID!!
Don't miss this life-changing opportunity.
The Journey will help you find your own amazing. It will teach you to think "Big" and not be
narrow-minded. The Journey will help you understand your worth and the true meaning of POOR.
It is worth the time and can definitely change the way you look at and deal with life.
It was very uplifting. At the time, I felt like I should quit. This brought back my hope. I AM going to
graduate.

Do you have the motivation to succeed or exercise your ideas? You can't take some people to
the places you are going.
I wish every student would attend and listen.
Attending The Journey is a must. I hate now that I did not attend both sessions.
It's a mind changing experience.
It's well worth the 2.5 hours to rethink your path.
I had never attended before and didn't think I could learn a lot from it, but I learned so much and
really liked it.
It's worth it. It seems silly, but it does put your life into perspective. A must go.
Great job! Tons of good info. Very engaging.
This is an awesome program and it is life-changing. It will bring out the hope and make you want
to succeed.
I would like to see more posters and teacher influence with their students going. Give them
extra credit to come here! Everyone needs to come. I want people to know. I want people to
fight to be successful!
It's good if you've had a rough life. I grew up in an encouraging family so I've heard this before.
Mr. LeMons is very funny and engaging. Must see.

